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Abstract

A multiphysics finite element model framework for coupling transient electromagnetic and dynamic mechanical fields is utilized to perform computational analysis of piezoelectric material systems. The model framework achieves coupling between the mechanical and electromagnetic fields by solving the corresponding governing equations in the time domain, and is capable of predicting the evolution of electric field variables in a conducting medium undergoing dynamic finite deformation. The computational model is then calibrated to reproduce experimentally-characterized behavior of viscoelastic piezo-nanocomposite (p-NC) structures subjected to dynamic loading. The numerical model shows good agreement with experimental results on the loading-frequency dependent piezoelectric output of p-NC systems. Sensitivity study is conducted with the calibrated model to examine the effect of the mechanical input parameters on piezoelectric output of p-NC. Based on the findings, the energy harvesting and sensing performance of p-NC systems can be enhanced by effectively harnessing the viscoelastic properties of the material.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Novel materials have recently been introduced to construct multifunctional structures governed by multiphysics principles such as the coupling of mechanical and electromagnetic relations. The multifunctional structures are of great interest for application in consumer electronics, structural health monitors, and aerospace structures. These structures may be active skins of aircraft [1, 2], vibration control devices [3, 4], meta-materials for optical and communication systems [5, 6], as well as high-mobility and stretchable electronics [7–10]. With the increased demand for the design of multifunctional structures governed by multiphysics principles, there is a need for robust computational code frameworks to model the coupled multiphysics problems.

Modeling framework for the evolution of electromagnetic fields in a moving deformable media has been under development for many decades, but the construction of a comprehensively effective framework is still considered to be a challenging task. Finite element analysis of electromagnetic field for signal transmission in antennas has been traditionally carried out in the frequency domain [11]. Yet, solution process in the frequency domain is not suitable when the electromagnetic problem is coupled...
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABAQUS</td>
<td>Piezoelectric material analysis with small deformation, low frequency transient EM field</td>
<td>Does not couple high frequency EM fields with ME fields. Lack of piezoelectric material simulation in finite deformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMSOL</td>
<td>Coupled low frequency EM field, radio frequency EM field using vector potentials with ME field</td>
<td>Does not fully couple transient EM and ME fields in time domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANSYS</td>
<td>Couples EM (HFSS) and structural problems with updated configuration</td>
<td>Does not have two way coupling for EM-ME problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Comparison of selected commercial codes for multi-physics simulations with finite deformation analysis. Furthermore, for multifunctionality, electromagnetic equations are required to be solved in the reference configuration, which necessitates a strong coupling with the deformation field.

Demkowicz and co-workers have developed novel descriptions of hp-adaptive finite element (FE) methods and generalization of the adaptive method for coupled multiphysics problems [12–14]. Electromagnetic forming processes have been simulated with coupled mechanical and electromagnetic fields by Triantafyllidis and co-workers [15, 16]. Finite deformation analysis of piezoelectric composite materials, used in sensors and actuators, have been conducted, but the proposed frameworks were established mostly under quasi-static assumptions [17, 18]. Commercial codes have recently included coupled mechanical-electromagnetic analysis capabilities, but still display certain limitations, as reviewed in [19] and shown here in Table 1.1.

In the present thesis, a generalized framework to couple transient electromagnetic and dynamic mechanical fields is applied to analyze the piezoelectric behaviors of
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multifunctional structures. The framework is as introduced in [19, 20, 21], and suits the need to predict the evolution of electrical and magnetic fields and their fluxes in a vibrating substrate undergoing finite deformation. To achieve coupling between fields with disparate frequency ranges, the governing equations are solved in the time domain, as opposed to the frequency domain. A Lagrangian description is invoked, in general accordance with the methods developed in [22, 23, 24]. The coupling scheme maps Maxwell’s equations from spatial to material coordinates in the reference configuration. By applying the Euler-Lagrange stationary conditions, weak forms of the coupled dynamic mechanical and transient electromagnetic equations are generated in the reference configuration. From the weak form, the FE equations is developed using the Galerkin’s method. Physical variables in the Maxwell’s equations are written in terms of a scalar potential and vector potentials, allowing for a more efficient solution process with a reduced number of Maxwell’s equations and associated field variables. Introduction of a gauge condition in the FE formulations helps overcome the non-uniqueness of solutions in the reduced set of equations. Additionally, the boundary conditions are appropriately represented in terms of the potentials, rather than the original physical variables. Piezoelectric constitutive relations is implemented in the framework for numerical analysis of piezoelectric materials.

Furthermore, the multiphysics FE model is applied to facilitate the characterization and design of viscoelastic piezo-nanocomposite (p-NC) systems for energy harvesting and sensing applications. This class of composite materials enables the use of
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piezoelectricity in a broad range of applications, while assuring good conversion efficiency, flexibility in shape formation, and accommodation of large deformation. Since the polymeric matrix of the piezocomposite is viscoelastic, the piezoelectric performance of the material under dynamic loading is also expected to display frequency dependence. Simulations were performed to calibrate the computational model and reproduce the loading-frequency dependence of piezoelectric output measured in experiments. The computational framework is further utilized to study influence of the material model’s input mechanical parameters on the piezoelectric performance under dynamic loading conditions.

The present thesis first reviews the formulation of the multiphysics FE framework in Chapter 2. Governing equations for the problem is reviewed in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, and the FE implementation is discussed in Section 2.4. Analysis of the viscoelastic p-NC system is introduced in Chapter 3. The thesis is concluded in Chapter 4.
Chapter 2

Finite Element Model for Coupled Electromagnetic and Mechanical Fields in Piezoelectric Materials

In order to evaluate the evolution of transient electromagnetic field variables in a deformable, conducting medium undergoing finite dynamic deformation, the solution process must comprehensively couple the mechanical and electromagnetic fields through their governing equations. Particularly in the case of piezoelectric materials, the electromagnetic field variables depends on the deformed configuration, while the mechanical field variables are also subjected to induced forces by the electromagnetic field. This requires the implementation of a two-way coupling scheme to capture the interaction between the electromagnetic and mechanical fields.

In the present framework, previously published in [19, 20], a staggered coupling scheme is established between the electric and mechanical fields. At each time step, the mechanical field is first solved, and the electric field is then calculated accordingly in the updated configuration, based on the deformation solution. Information of the
electric field is transferred back to the mechanical field in the following time step, to evaluate the reverse piezoelectric response.

In this chapter, the governing equations for the mechanical, electromagnetic, and piezoelectric problems in the reference configurations and their implementation in the FE framework are reviewed.

2.1 Governing equations for the finite deformation dynamic problem

To model the mechanical response of the conducting medium, the FE framework utilizes the governing equations for a hyperelastic material undergoing finite deformation under dynamic loading conditions. The reference configuration $\Omega_0 = \Omega(t_0)$ is expressed in terms of the material coordinates $X_I, I = 1, 2, 3$, while the current configuration $\Omega(t)$ at time $t$ is represented by the spatial coordinates $x_i, i = 1, 2, 3$. Deformation of the body is expressed using a single-valued mapping function $x_i = \varphi_i(X_J, t)$. Correspondingly, the Cartesian components of the displacement vector in the material coordinates are expressed as: $u_i(X_J, t) = \varphi_i(X_J, t) - \delta_{iJ}X_J$.

Among the many available constitutive relations for hyperelastic material, a modified neo-Hookean material model is utilized in this study. To present the modified neo-Hookean model, we first examine the original neo-Hookean material model, for which the strain energy density function $\Psi$ is expressed in terms of the kinematic
variables as:

\[ \Psi = \frac{1}{2} \lambda (\ln J)^2 - \mu \ln J + \frac{1}{2} \mu (C_{11} - 3) \]  

(2.1)

where \( \mu \) and \( \lambda \) are the Lamé constants, and

\[ C_{IJ} = \frac{\partial x_k}{\partial X_I} \frac{\partial x_k}{\partial X_J} \]  

(2.2)

is the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor, and \( C_{11} \) is its first invariant, i.e. trace.

The positive-valued Jacobian \( J \), which indicates volume change during deformation, is defined in terms of the deformation gradient tensor \( F_{iJ} \) as:

\[ J = \det(F_{iJ}) > 0 \quad \text{where} \quad F_{iJ} = \frac{\partial x_i}{\partial X_j} \]  

(2.3)

Notice that the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor can be expressed in terms of the deformation gradient as: \( C_{IJ} = F_{kI}F_{kJ} \).

By definition, the stress-strain relation can be derived from the energy density expression, i.e. Equation 2.1, as:

\[ S_{IJ} = 2 \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial C_{IJ}} = \lambda \ln J C_{IJ}^{-1} + \mu (\delta_{IJ} - C_{IJ}^{-1}) \]  

(2.4)

For the modified version neo-Hookean model used in this study, the strain energy density function is decomposed here into a volumetric part \( \Psi_{vol}(J) \) and a deviatoric
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part $\Psi^{\text{dev}}(\bar{C}_{IJ})$ as:

$$ \Psi(J, \bar{C}_{IJ}) = \Psi^{\text{vol}}(J) + \Psi^{\text{dev}}(\bar{C}_{IJ}) = \frac{1}{2}(\lambda + \frac{2}{3}\mu)(\ln J)^2 + \frac{1}{2}\mu(\bar{C}_{II} - 3) $$  \hspace{1em} (2.5)

Here, $\bar{C}_{IJ} = \bar{F}_{kI}\bar{F}_{kJ}$ represents the volume preserving portion of the deformation, with $\bar{F}_{kl} = J^{-2/3}F_{kl}$, such that det $\bar{F}_{kl} = 1$.

Stress-strain relation can be derived for the volumetric and deviatoric parts, respectively, as:

$$ S^{\text{vol}}_{IJ} = 2\frac{\partial \Psi^{\text{vol}}}{\partial C_{IJ}} = (\lambda + \frac{2}{3}\mu) \ln JC_{IJ}^{-1} $$  \hspace{1em} (2.6)

$$ S^{\text{dev}}_{IJ} = 2\frac{\partial \Psi^{\text{dev}}}{\partial C_{IJ}} = \mu J^{-2/3}(\delta_{IJ} - \frac{1}{3}C_{IJ}^{-1}C_{KK}) $$  \hspace{1em} (2.7)

with a combined form for the overall material model as:

$$ S_{IJ} = S^{\text{vol}}_{IJ} + S^{\text{dev}}_{IJ} = (\lambda + \frac{2}{3}\mu) \ln JC_{IJ}^{-1} + \mu J^{-2/3}(\delta_{IJ} - \frac{1}{3}C_{IJ}^{-1}C_{KK}) $$  \hspace{1em} (2.8)

Addition to hyperelasticity, viscoelastic material constitutive relation is included in order to study the viscoelastic system presented later in chapter 3. In this case, the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress at a given time step is expressed as:

$$ S^{\text{vol}}_{IJ} = 2\frac{\partial \Psi^{\text{vol}}}{\partial C_{IJ}} - Q_{IJ} $$  \hspace{1em} (2.9)
where $Q_{IJ}$ is the non-equilibrium viscous stress. The evolution of $Q_{IJ}$ is specified by a rate equation describing the viscoelastic material model [25, 26]:

$$
\dot{Q}_{IJ} + \frac{1}{\tau} Q_{IJ} = \frac{(1 - \gamma)}{\tau} \text{dev} \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial \bar{E}_{IJ}}
$$

(2.10)

where $\tau \in (0, \infty)$ is relaxation time, $\gamma \in [0, 1)$ is a given parameter, $\Psi$ is the deviatoric part of the strain energy density $\Psi$, and $\bar{E}_{IJ}$ is the volume-preserving part of the strain tensor $E_{IJ}$.

To obtain the formulation for finite deformation in the reference configuration, first consider the equilibrium of a continuum body in the current deformed configuration:

$$
\frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial x_j} + \rho \dot{\mathbf{b}}_i = \rho \ddot{u}_i
$$

(2.11)

where $\sigma_{ij} = J^{-1} F_i^K F_{jL} S_{KL}$ is the Cauchy stress in the current configuration, $\mathbf{b}_i$ is the body force per unit volume, $\rho$ is the density of the deformed material. It is worthwhile to note that the density of the undeformed material is written as $\rho_0 = J \rho$.

With the principle of virtual work and applying the divergence theorem, we may express the weak form as:

$$
\int_{V} \sigma_{ij} \frac{\partial \delta u_i}{\partial x_j} dV + \int_{V} \rho \ddot{u}_i \delta u_i dV = \int_{S} \sigma_{ij} \delta u_i n_j dS + \int_{V} \rho \ddot{u}_i \delta u_i dV
$$

(2.12)

Note that the integration domain is the current configuration. In order to solve the
problem, the formulation is mapped to the reference configuration. Here, we can use relationships from mass conservation:

\[ 0 \rho = J^t \rho \quad dV = J d^0 V \quad s.t. \quad 0 \rho d^0 V = t^e \rho d^e V \quad (2.13) \]

to rewrite the weak form as:

\[ \int_{v_V} t^0 P_{iJ} + \int_{v_V} 0 \rho \ddot{u}_i \delta u_i d^0 V = \int_{0_S} t^0 P_{iJ} \delta u_i N_{iJ} d^0 S + \int_{v_V} 0 \rho_b \delta u_i d^0 V \quad (2.14) \]

where \( t^0 P_{iJ} = J^t \sigma_{ik} F_{jk}^{-1} = \frac{\partial x_i}{\partial X_J} t^0 S_{iJ} \) is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress. This allows for the equilibrium condition at \( t = 0 \) in the reference configuration to be expressed as:

\[ \frac{\partial^0 P_{iJ}}{\partial X_J} + 0 \rho_b = 0 \rho \ddot{u}_i \quad (2.15) \]

### 2.2 Governing equations for the electromagnetic problem

The governing equations for the electromagnetic problem is based on the conventional Maxwell’s equations for a conducting medium. These equations are expressed in the
current configurations in terms of the current coordinate $x_i(t)$ as:

\begin{align*}
    d_{i,i} &= q_e & \text{Gauss’ law of electricity} \\
    b_{i,i} &= 0 & \text{Gauss’ law of magnetism} \\
    \varepsilon_{ijk} e_{k,j} &= -\frac{\partial b_i}{\partial t} & \text{Faraday’s law of magnetism} \\
    \varepsilon_{ijk} h_{k,j} &= \frac{\partial d_i}{\partial t} + j_i^f & \text{Ampere’s law}
\end{align*}

Here $d_i$ is the Cartesian components of the electrical displacement field vector, $q_e$ is free charge density, $b_i$ are the components of the magnetic induction field vector, $e_i$ is electric field vector, $h_i$ is the magnetic field strength vector, and $j_i^f$ is the free charge current defined as:

\begin{equation}
    j_i^f \triangleq j_i^c + q_e x_i 
\end{equation}

where $j_i^c$ is conducting current and $\varepsilon_{ijk}$ is the Levi-Civita permutation symbol. In the absence of magnetization and polarization, the constitutive laws for an isotropic material in the current configuration are given as:

\begin{align*}
    d_i &= \varepsilon e_i & \text{(2.18a)} \\
    h_i &= \frac{1}{\mu} b_i & \text{(2.18b)} \\
    j_i^c &= \sigma(e_i + \varepsilon_{ijk} x_j b_k) & \text{(2.18c)}
\end{align*}

where permittivity $\varepsilon$, permeability $\mu$, and conductivity $\sigma$ are material constants.
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In order to achieve coupling with the set of mechanical field equations, the Maxwell’s equations must be represented in the reference configuration $\Omega_0$. Following the derivation presented in [19, 21], we may arrive at the following form:

\[
D_{I,J} = Q_e \quad (2.19a)
\]
\[
B_{J,J} = 0 \quad (2.19b)
\]
\[
\varepsilon_{IJK} \frac{\partial}{\partial X_J} E_K = -\frac{d}{dt} B_I \quad (2.19c)
\]
\[
\varepsilon_{IJK} \frac{\partial}{\partial X_J} H_K = \frac{d}{dt} D_I + J_i^c \quad (2.19d)
\]

Note that the electric and magnetic induction fields in the reference configuration is defined as:

\[
E_I \triangleq [e_j - \varepsilon_{jmn}(b_m \dot{x}_n)] x_{j, I} \quad (2.20a)
\]
\[
B_J \triangleq J X_{J,i} b_i \quad (2.20b)
\]
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and the constitutive laws in the reference configuration are expressed as:

\[ D_i = \varepsilon JX_{i,j} X_{j,i} [E_J + \varepsilon_{JKL} \left( \frac{\partial X_K}{\partial t} B_L \right)] = \varepsilon J C_{ij}^{-1} [E_J + \varepsilon_{JKL} \left( \frac{\partial X_K}{\partial t} B_L \right)] \quad (2.21a) \]

\[ H_J = h_i x_{i,j} + \varepsilon_{JKL} \frac{\partial X_K}{\partial t} D_L \]

\[ = \frac{1}{\mu} J^{-1} x_{i,M} x_{i,j} B_M + \varepsilon_{JKL} \frac{\partial X_K}{\partial t} \left\{ \varepsilon J C_{ij}^{-1} [E_J + \varepsilon_{NPK} \left( \frac{\partial X_P}{\partial t} B_Q \right)] \right\} \quad (2.21b) \]

\[ = \frac{1}{\mu} J^{-1} C_{M,J} B_M + \varepsilon_{JKL} \frac{\partial X_K}{\partial t} \left\{ \varepsilon J C_{ij}^{-1} [E_J + \varepsilon_{NPK} \left( \frac{\partial X_P}{\partial t} B_Q \right)] \right\} \]

\[ J_i^c = \sigma J C_{ij}^{-1} E_J \quad (2.21c) \]

Instead of directly solving the variables in the Maxwell’s equations, the present framework proposes a scalar potential \( \varphi \) for the electric field and a vector potential \( a \) for the magnetic field, in the current configuration, as primary variables. This approach was followed by Nelson in [27], and effectively reduces the Maxwell’s equations from four to two independent equations.

Given that the divergence of the magnetic induction vector \( b \) is zero, the magnetic vector potential \( a \) is derived using a vector identity:

\[ \nabla \cdot b = \nabla \cdot (\nabla \times a) = 0 \quad \Rightarrow \quad b_i = \varepsilon_{ijk} a_{k,j} \quad (2.22) \]

This allows for the Faraday’s law in the current configuration, i.e. Equation 2.16c, to be expressed as:

\[ \varepsilon_{ijk} (e_k + \dot{a}_k)_{,j} = 0 \quad (2.23) \]
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Since the curl of gradient of any scalar field is a null vector, the gradient of $\varepsilon$ is placed in the LHS to yield the form:

$$
\varepsilon_{ijk}(e_k + \dot{a}_k + \varepsilon_{j,k}) = 0 \tag{2.24}
$$

allowing for the expression of electric field using the mixed potentials:

$$
e_k = -\varphi_{,k} - \dot{a}_k \tag{2.25}
$$

Introduction of the potentials in the Gauss’ law of magnetism of Equation 2.16b results in identity. The remaining Maxwell’s equations are reformulated as:

$$
\nabla^2 \varphi + \frac{\partial}{\partial t}(a_{i,i}) = -q_e \tag{2.26a}
$$

$$
(\nabla^2 a_i - \mu \varepsilon \frac{\partial^2 a_i}{\partial t^2}) - (a_{k,k} + \mu \varepsilon \frac{\partial \varphi}{\partial t})_{,i} = -\mu j_i \tag{2.26b}
$$

To obtain a corresponding reduced form of the Maxwell’s equations in the reference configuration, the potentials is defined with the transformation functions as:

$$
\Phi = \varphi - \frac{dx_i}{dt} a_i \tag{2.27a}
$$

$$
A_K = a_i x_{i,K} \tag{2.27b}
$$

In the reference configuration, the electric and magnetic induction fields can be
written in terms of the mixed potentials as:

\[ E_I = -\Phi, J - \frac{\partial A_I}{\partial t} \] (2.28a)

\[ B_I = \varepsilon_{IJK} A_{K,J} \] (2.28b)

which can be substituted to the Maxwell’s Equations 2.19a and 2.19d to generate the governing equations:

\[ \left( \varepsilon J C_{ij}^{-1} \tilde{E}_j \right) : I = Q_e \] (2.29a)

\[ \varepsilon_{IJK} \left( \frac{1}{\mu_J} C_{KL} \varepsilon_{LMN} A_{N,M} + \varepsilon_{KPQ} \frac{\partial X_P}{\partial t} \varepsilon J C_{QR}^{-1} \tilde{E}_R \right) : J = \frac{d}{dt} \varepsilon J C_{IP}^{-1} \tilde{E}_P \]

\[ + \sigma J C_{IQ}^{-1} \left( -\Phi, Q - \dot{A}_Q \right) \] (2.29b)

where \( \tilde{E}_I \) is defined as:

\[ \tilde{E}_I = E_I + \varepsilon_{IJK} \frac{\partial X_J}{\partial t} B_K = -\Phi, I - \dot{A}_I + \varepsilon_{IJK} \frac{\partial X_J}{\partial t} \varepsilon_{KMN} A_{N,M} \] (2.30)

Although the reduced representation of Maxwell’s equations is advantageous computationally, it also leads to non-uniqueness of solution for certain state of the EM fields. Therefore, the Coulomb gauge condition is enforced, as proposed in [18, 28, 29], to avert the non-uniqueness. This condition is states as:

\[ A_{I,I} = 0 \] (2.31)
which implies a restriction to the irrotational term in Equation 2.28b.

The weak form of the transient electromagnetic problem is derived using the Hamilton’s principle [22, 27]. By minimizing the action functional $S$ over the time range $t_1$ to $t_2$, which is defined in terms of the time-dependent Lagrangian density $\mathcal{L}$ in the reference domain:

$$\delta S = \delta \int_{t_1}^{t_2} \int_{\Omega_0} \mathcal{L} d\Omega_0 dt = 0 \quad (2.32)$$

where the Lagrangian density in the reference and current configuration, $\mathcal{L}$ and $l$ respectively, are given as:

$$\mathcal{L} = Jl = (\varepsilon e_i e_i - \frac{1}{2\mu} b_j b_j + j_k a_k - q\phi) \quad (2.33)$$

and can be expressed in terms of the scalar and vector potentials in the reference configuration as:

$$\mathcal{L} = \frac{\varepsilon J}{2} C_{JK}^{-1} \tilde{E}_J \tilde{E}_K - \frac{J^{-1}}{2\mu} (C_{LM} B_L B_M) + J_N A_N - Q\Phi \quad (2.34)$$

Furthermore, the gauge condition is implemented using a penalty method to constrain the vector potential, following [28,18,29]. This adds an additional term $\frac{1}{p}(\nabla \cdot A)^2$ to the Lagrangian density function:

$$\mathcal{L} = \frac{\varepsilon J}{2} C_{JK}^{-1} \tilde{E}_J \tilde{E}_K - \frac{J^{-1}}{2\mu} (C_{LM} B_L B_M) + J_N A_N - Q\Phi + \frac{1}{p} (A_{P,P})^2 \quad (2.35)$$
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The penalty coefficient $1/p$ is usually of the order of the electric permittivity $\varepsilon$.

Setting the variation of $S$ with respect to $\Phi$ and $A$ to be zero, we obtain:

\begin{align}
S_{\Phi}[\delta \Phi] &= \int_{t_1}^{t_2} \int_{\Omega_0} L_{\Phi}[\delta \Phi] \Omega_0 dt = 0 \tag{2.36a} \\
S_{\Phi}[\delta A] &= \int_{t_1}^{t_2} \int_{\Omega_0} L_{\Phi}[\delta A] \Omega_0 dt = 0 \tag{2.36b}
\end{align}

Given arbitrary $t_1$ and $t_2$, the above leads to:

\begin{align}
\int_{\Omega_0} L_{\Phi} [\delta \Phi] dV_0 &= \int_{\partial \Omega_0} N_I \left( \varepsilon J C^{-1}_{IJ} \tilde{E}_J \delta \Phi \right) dS_0 - \int_{\Omega_0} \left( \varepsilon J C^{-1}_{IJ} \tilde{E}_J - Q \right) \delta \Phi_{,I} dV_0 = 0 \tag{2.37a} \\
\int_{\Omega_0} L_{\Phi} [\delta A] dV_0 &= \int_{\partial \Omega_0} N_L (\varepsilon KLM Q_M A_K) dS_0 - \frac{2}{p} \int_{\partial \Omega_0} A_{R,R} N_K \delta A_K dS_0 + \\
\int_{\Omega_0} \varepsilon S_{PR} Q_P \frac{\partial}{\partial X_R} A_S dV_0 &= \int_{\Omega_0} \frac{d}{dt} \left( \varepsilon J C^{-1}_{KJ} \tilde{E}_J A_K dV_0 - \int_{\Omega_0} \sigma J C^{-1}_{KI} E_I \delta A_K dV_0 + \right. \\
& \left. \frac{2}{p} \int_{\Omega_0} A_{R,R} \delta A_{K,K} dV_0 = 0 \right) \tag{2.37b}
\end{align}

with the condensed term expressed as:

\begin{equation}
Q_M = \frac{1}{\mu J} C_{MN} B_N + \varepsilon_{MNP} \frac{\partial X_N}{\partial t} \varepsilon J C^{-1}_{PQ} \tilde{E}_Q \tag{2.38}
\end{equation}
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2.3 Governing equations for the piezoelectric problem

The piezoelectric effect is commonly analyzed and studied under small deformation setting due to its natural properties. Common examples of piezoelectric materials include crystals and ceramics, which can be adequately analyzed with the elastic constitutive equations of small deformation. The electric field is also calculated in the same configuration. A set of constitutive relations is well established for this class of materials [27, 30–32], and will be first reviewed here.

The canonical electro-mechanical power per unit volume of the continuum is,

\[ \dot{e} = \sigma_{ij} \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij} + e_k \dot{d}_k \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.39)

where \( e \) is the internal energy density, \( \sigma_{ij} \) is the Cauchy stress, \( \varepsilon_{ij} = (u_{i,j} + u_{j,i})/2 \) is the infinitesimal strain tensor from displacement \( u_i \), \( d_k \) is the electric displacement field, and \( e_k = \phi_k \) is the electric field derived from electric potential.

Following the formulation by Nelson in [27], define electric enthalpy density \( h \) for small deformation:

\[ h = e - e_i d_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.40)
which can be combined with Equation 2.39 to obtain:

\[
\dot{h} = \sigma_{ij} \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij} - d_i \dot{e}_i \tag{2.41}
\]

Noticing the implication that \( h \) is a function of strain \( \varepsilon_{ij} \) and electric field \( e_k \), propose the functional form:

\[
h = \frac{1}{2} C^{E}_{ijkl} \varepsilon_{kl} \varepsilon_{ij} - \frac{1}{2} \epsilon^{S}_{ij} e_j e_i - e_{imn} \varepsilon_{mn} e_i \tag{2.42}
\]

which yields the expressions for Cauchy stress \( \sigma_{ij} \) and electric displacement \( d_i \):

\[
\sigma_{ij} = \frac{\partial h}{\partial \varepsilon_{ij}} = C^{E}_{ijkl} \varepsilon_{kl} - \epsilon_{kij} e_k \tag{2.43}
\]

\[
d_i = \frac{\partial h}{\partial e_i} = e_{imn} \varepsilon_{mn} = \epsilon^{S}_{ij} e_j \tag{2.44}
\]

Then, from Equations 2.40 and 2.42, we express the stored energy as:

\[
e = \frac{1}{2} C^{E}_{ijkl} \varepsilon_{kl} \varepsilon_{ij} + \frac{1}{2} \epsilon^{S}_{ij} e_j e_i \tag{2.45}
\]

Although this set of constitutive equations is not the only form developed for piezoelectric materials, as shown by Nelson in [27], it is widely employed and therefore selected suitable for our model framework.

In order to study piezoelectricity under finite deformation, it is necessary to de-
develop a Lagrangian description. This can be achieved based on the general form of
Maxwell’s equations presented in the previous section. For the case of piezoelectric
application, free charge $Q_e$ and conducting current $J^c_I$ do not exist in the material,
and the magnetic field has negligible effect on the electric field. This allows for the
governing equations to be reduced to the following form:

\begin{align*}
    D_{I,I} &= 0 \quad (2.46a) \\
    B_{J,J} &= 0 \quad (2.46b) \\
    \varepsilon_{IJK} \frac{\partial}{\partial X_J} E_K &= 0 \quad (2.46c) \\
    \varepsilon_{IJK} \frac{\partial}{\partial X_J} H_K &= \frac{d}{dt} D_I \quad (2.46d)
\end{align*}

By Poynting’s theorem, multiple $E_I$ on both sides of Equation 2.46d and subtract the
product of Equation 2.46c multiplied by $H_I$ on both sides, then using the identity
$- (\varepsilon_{IJK} E_J H_K) \cdot I = E_I \varepsilon_{IJK} \frac{\partial}{\partial X_J} H_K - H_I \varepsilon_{IJK} \frac{\partial}{\partial X_J} E_K$, the following relation is obtained:

\[-(\varepsilon_{IJK} E_J H_K) \cdot I = E_I \dot{D}_I \quad (2.47)\]

which can be integrated over the reference configuration, and then applied divergence
theorem to obtain:

\[\int_{\partial \Omega_0} -\varepsilon_{IJK} E_J H_K N_I dS_0 = \int_{\Omega_0} E_I \dot{D}_I dV_0 \quad (2.48)\]
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The LHS of the above equation is the flux of electromagnetic energy leaving the system from the boundary, while the RHS represents the rate of change in the electromagnetic energy of the system. This establishes the energy balance of the system.

Following derivation framework presented by Holzapfel in [33], a strong form of Clausius-Planck inequality for the piezoelectric system can be obtained based on the laws of thermodynamics:

\[ D_{\text{int}} = E_I \dot{D}_I + S_{IJ} \dot{E}_{IJ} - \dot{\Psi} + \Theta \dot{\eta} \geq 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.49)

where \( D_{\text{int}} \) is the internal dissipation of the system, \( \Theta \) is absolute temperature, and \( \eta \) is entropy per unit volume. Detail of the derivation process can be found in [21].

By defining Helmholtz free energy as:

\[ \Psi = e - \Theta \eta \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.50)

Equation 2.49 can be rewritten as:

\[ D_{\text{int}} = E_I \dot{D}_I + S_{IJ} \dot{E}_{IJ} - \dot{\Psi} + \eta \dot{\Theta} \geq 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.51)

When there is no internal dissipation, i.e. \( D_{\text{int}} = 0 \), and thermal effect is ignored, the following equality holds:

\[ E_I \dot{D}_I + S_{IJ} \dot{E}_{IJ} - \dot{\Psi} = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.52)
Furthermore, using Legendre transformation, define electric enthalpy density in the reference configuration as:

\[ \mathcal{H} = \Psi - E_I D_I \] (2.53)

Taking time derivative of the electric enthalpy density, the following relation is obtained upon manipulations:

\[ \dot{\mathcal{H}} = S_{JK} \dot{E}_{JK} - \dot{E}_I D_I \] (2.54)

which gives the generalized constitutive relationship for piezoelectric material:

\[ S_{IJ} = \frac{\partial \mathcal{H}}{\partial E_{IJ}} \] (2.55)

\[ D_K = \frac{\partial \mathcal{H}}{\partial E_K} \] (2.56)

In the piezoelectric system, the coupling between mechanical and electric fields is achieved by a piezoelectric constant \( \mathcal{E}_{KIJ} \). Following the form of electric enthalpy density in the current configuration, as presented in Equation 2.42, a form for the electric enthalpy density in the reference configuration is proposed as:

\[ \mathcal{H} = \Psi^{ME}(C_{IJ}) - \mathcal{E}_{KIJ} E_{IJ} E_K - \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon J C_{II}^{-1} E_I E_J \] (2.57)
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where \( \Psi^{ME}(C_{IJ}) \) is the stored energy density for the hyperelastic material model.

Substituting this proposed form into Equations 2.55 and 2.56, respectively, the full expression for the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress \( S_{IJ} \) and electric displacement \( D_K \) is obtained:

\[
S_{IJ} = \frac{\partial H}{\partial E_{IJ}} = \frac{\partial \Psi^{ME}}{\partial E_{IJ}} S_{IJ}^{ME} - \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon J \left[ (E_P C_{PQ}^{-1} E_Q) C_{IJ}^{-1} - E_P E_Q \left( C_{P1}^{-1} C_{JQ}^{-1} + C_{PJ}^{-1} C_{IQ}^{-1} \right) \right]
\]

\[
D_K = -\frac{\partial H}{\partial E_K} = \varepsilon J C_{LJK}^{-1} E_L
\]

(2.58)

(2.59)

2.4 Finite element implementation of the coupled problem

For the coupled mechanical-electromagnetic problem, numerical implementation of the weak forms is conducted with a staggered approach, where the dynamic displacement field is solved first, followed by the electromagnetic problem. The semi-discretization method involving separation of variables is used to represent the variables as discrete functions of space, while being continuous functions of time.

In the case of 8-noded brick elements, as implemented in the present framework, independent variables, viz. displacements, scalar potential, and vector potential,
within each element $e$ are interpolated as:

\[
\mathbf{u}^e(X, t) \approx \sum_{\alpha=1}^{8} \mathbf{u}_\alpha^e(t) N_\alpha^e(X) \quad (2.60a)
\]

\[
\Phi^e(X, t) \approx \sum_{\alpha=1}^{8} \Phi_\alpha^e(t) N_\alpha^e(X) \quad (2.60b)
\]

\[
\mathbf{A}^e(X, t) \approx \sum_{\alpha=1}^{8} \mathbf{A}_\alpha^e(t) N_\alpha^e(X) \quad (2.60c)
\]

where $N(X)$ are the trilinear isoparametric shape functions of the brick element [34].

It must be noted that the same finite element mesh is used for the solutions of mechanical and electromagnetic field variables. The implicit time integration Newmark-beta method, which assumes constant average acceleration in each time step [35, 36], is implemented here for time integration in the dynamic mechanical problem. For the electromagnetic field, a backward Euler method is implemented [19, 37].

For efficient computation of the large degrees of freedom (DOF) problems, the finite element code is parallelized using available libraries. The ParMETIS library [38] is utilized to decompose the computational domain and distribute to multiple processors. Subsequently, parallelization of the code is accomplished by employing the Portable Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation (PETSC) library [39], a Message Passing Interface (MPI) based library.
2.5 Conclusion

A finite element framework that couples finite deformation dynamic problems with transient electromagnetic problems is reviewed in this chapter. To examine the effect of material deformation on the electromagnetic field variables, reference configuration formulation of the governing equations is developed, and weak forms for the mechanical and electromagnetic problems are constructed. Additionally, piezoelectric material relation is incorporated for analysis of two-way coupling between the mechanical and electromagnetic fields. With the established framework, evolution of electric field in a piezoelectric material undergoing dynamic finite deformation can be analyzed.
Chapter 3

Analysis of Viscoelastic Piezo-nanocomposite System

Polymer-based piezoelectric nanocomposite (p-NC), made of polymeric matrix and piezoelectric particles with conductive additives, is a class of materials that enables the use of piezoelectricity in a broad range of applications. Since the polymeric matrix is viscoelastic, it is expected that the piezoelectric performance of the material under dynamic loading displays frequency dependence. In this chapter, an analytical model describing piezoelectric behavior of viscoelastic systems is presented, and simulations were performed with the multiphysics FE model to predict the evolution of electric field in the p-NC systems undergoing finite deformation.

3.1 Motivation

There has been a continuously growing interest in the use of nanogenerators for sustainable and portable power applications through harvesting of mechanical energy. Active research has been conducted to utilize devices made of piezoelectric materials as power sources for wearable electronics [40, 41], healthcare devices [42, 43],
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and self-powered sensors [44, 45], by harvesting energy from ambient vibration and physical activities. The earliest form of nanogenerators were based on piezoelectric ZnO nanowires [40, 46–48]. Perovskite-structured ceramics, such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT) and barium titanate (BTO) have been later used for their high conversion efficiency [49–51]. However, these ceramic materials are brittle and allow for very limited amount of deformation prior to failure. Piezoelectric polymers, such as polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), have also been used for energy harvesting. Despite good piezoelectric properties and mechanical stabilities, the polymeric materials have limitations in shape formation and allowable strains [41, 52, 53].

Polymer-based piezoelectric composite (p-NC) is a class of piezoelectric materials that display good conversion efficiency, flexibility in shape formation, and accommodation of large deformation [54–56]. To improve the energy generation capability of piezocomposites, previous studies determined optimal composition of the nanocomposite materials by measuring electric output while varying ratio among the constituents [54, 57, 58]. Studies have also been conducted to examine the effects of particles shapes [59] and polymeric matrix properties [60] on piezoelectric performance. Yet, there is no quantitative understanding to relate the viscoelastic properties of the composite materials with their piezoelectric properties.

In contrast to elastic materials which store all external work when loaded and release the stored energy when unloaded, viscoelastic materials are expected to display energy dissipation during a loading-unloading cycle. As a result of energy dissipation
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in viscoelastic material, a reduced amount of mechanical energy is ultimately converted to piezoelectric particles. Therefore, it is critical to harness the viscoelastic properties of the p-NC system to further enhance piezoelectric performance.

3.2 Analytical model for piezoelectricity in viscoelastic systems

An analytical model is proposed to describe the frequency-dependence of piezoelectric performance in a viscoelastic system. Consider a thin plate of p-NC subjected to uniaxial compression. During the deformation process of the viscoelastic p-NC, part of the total work is dissipated as heat through viscous loss, while the remaining energy is stored as elastic strain energy. The stored elastic energy is then transferred to electrical energy. The total work input to the piezoelectric particles, $W_{\text{piezo}}$, can thus be written as

$$W_{\text{piezo}} = V_{\text{piezo}}(U_S - U_D) \quad (3.1)$$

where $V_{\text{piezo}}$ is the volume of the piezoelectric particles, while $U_S$ and $U_D$ are the stored and dissipated energy density, respectively. Here, it is assumed that the p-NC is transversely isotropic with a polarization direction normal to the loaded surface.

In terms of the output electric field $\mathbf{E}$, the electrical energy density, $U_e$, may be expressed as

$$U_e = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_{\text{piezo}} |\mathbf{E}|^2 \quad (3.2)$$
where \( \varepsilon_{\text{piezo}} \) is permittivity of the piezoelectric particle. When electric charges are generated by the piezoelectric particles, the total electric potential energy, \( W_e \), is

\[
W_e = V U_e = \frac{1}{2} V \varepsilon_{\text{piezo}} |E|^2
\]  

(3.3)

where \( V \) is the total volume of the p-NC material.

Since the electric potential energy is generated from the mechanical energy applied to the piezoelectric particles, we may assume that the converted electrical energy is equal to the work input, i.e. \( W_e = W_{\text{piezo}} \). This allows for the magnitude of the output electric field to be written as

\[
|E| = \sqrt{\frac{2V_{\text{piezo}} (U_S - U_D)}{V \varepsilon_{\text{piezo}}}}
\]  

(3.4)

Piezoelectric coefficient, \( d_{ij} \), is commonly used to quantify the charge generation due to application of stress, and this evaluated by the relation

\[
d_{ij} = \frac{\rho_i}{\sigma_j}
\]  

(3.5)

where \( \rho_i \) is the charge density corresponding to induced electric field in the \( i \) direction and \( \sigma_j \) is applied stress in the \( j \) direction, where a Kelvin notation system is employed to express the stress tensor components. For example, in the case where the material is polarized along the “3” direction, \( d_{33} \) indicates the charge density along the po-
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Polarization direction, due to applied normal stress in the same direction ($\sigma_3$ in Kelvin notation, or $\sigma_{33}$ in full notation).

It is assumed here that $E_3$ is the only non-zero component in the induced electric field vector, and therefore, with Gauss’ law

$$\rho_3/\varepsilon_c = \nabla \cdot \mathbf{E} = |\mathbf{E}| = E_3$$

where $\varepsilon_c$ is the overall permittivity of the composite material. Therefore, the piezoelectric constant of the p-NC can be written as

$$d_{33} = \frac{\rho_3}{\sigma_3} = \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\sigma_3} \sqrt{\frac{2V_{\text{piezo}}(U_S - U_D)}{V\varepsilon_{\text{piezo}}}}$$

Note that in the present study, it is assumed that only the $d_{33}$ component is non-zero for the piezoelectric coefficient. Equation 3.7 suggests that the piezoelectric coefficient is related to the volume fraction of piezoelectric fillers and the permittivity of the p-NC. In addition, energy dissipation during viscoelastic deformation is expected to contribute to the piezoelectric performance, especially when the material is subjected to dynamic loading conditions.

Viscoelastic materials are often modeled mathematically as systems composed of elastic springs and viscous dashpots. In this study, we consider a standard linear solid model [61–64] for the viscoelastic material, where an elastic spring is connected in parallel with a Maxwell unit. A Maxwell unit contains a spring and a dashpot.

30
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connected in series. The dynamic behavior of the viscoelastic material is described
by a pair of moduli: the storage modulus, \( E' \), and loss modulus, \( E'' \). The moduli \( E' \)
and \( E'' \) are used to define the storage and dissipation of energy, respectively, when
the viscoelastic material is dynamically loaded.

In the case of a standard linear solid model, at the point of maximum strain, \( \varepsilon_3 \),
in a sinusoidal excitation, the stored energy per unit volume in the system is given
by

\[
U_S = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_3^2 E'
\]  

(3.8)

and the dissipated energy per unit volume during quarter cycle is written as

\[
U_D = \frac{1}{4} \pi \varepsilon_3^2 E''
\]  

(3.9)

This allows us to combine Equations 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9 to obtain an expression for the
piezoelectric constant under dynamic loading condition:

\[
d_{33} = \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\sigma_3} \sqrt{2V_{\text{piezo}} \left[ E' \left( \varepsilon_3^2 / 2 \right) - E'' \left( \pi \varepsilon_3^2 / 4 \right) \right] / V_{\varepsilon_{\text{piezo}}}}
\]  

(3.10)

Additionally, the effective modulus of the material can be written as \( E = \sqrt{E'^2 + E''^2} \),
while satisfying \( \varepsilon_3 = \sigma_3 / E \). Therefore, Equation 3.10 can be rewritten as

\[
d_{33} = \frac{\varepsilon_c}{\sqrt{E'^2 + E''^2}} \sqrt{2V_{\text{piezo}} \left( E' / 2 - \pi E'' / 4 \right) / V_{\varepsilon_{\text{piezo}}}}
\]  

(3.11)
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This final form shows that the piezoelectric coefficient, $d_{33}$, in a dynamically loaded viscoelastic p-NC is a function of the volume fraction of piezoelectric fillers, overall permittivity of the p-NC, and the dynamic moduli of the viscoelastic material.

3.3 Calibration of computational model

Experimental studies were conducted on synthesized specimens of piezoelectric nanocomposites. Specimens of different viscoelastic properties were produced based on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) matrix, barium titanate nanoparticles (BTO NPs), and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) conductive additives. By adjusting the ratio between monomer and cross-linker of the PDMS matrix, mechanical properties of the p-NCs were altered. Here, we study three different specimens, with mixing ratios between PDMS monomer and curing agent to be 5:1, 10:1, and 20:1, by mass, respectively. After curing, Au/Cr electrodes were deposited on top and bottom surfaces of the p-NCs using sputtering deposition.

Under quasi-static loading condition, the average Young’s moduli of the 5:1, 10:1, and 20:1 specimens were measured to be 1.32 MPa, 1.72 MPa, and 0.45 MPa, respectively. The elastic moduli showed very small variation between specimens with equal mixing ratio of monomer and curing agent, even though the nanofillers were randomly distributed in the composite material. Poling process was conducted to align dipoles across the thickness direction ("3-direction"), and permittivities of the p-NCs were measured to be $3.04 \times 10^{-11}$ F/m, $3.26 \times 10^{-11}$ F/m, and $3.95 \times 10^{-11}$
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F/m for the 5:1, 10:1, and 20:1 specimens, respectively. Larger portion of PDMS monomer corresponded to higher dielectric constant.

The storage and loss moduli of the prepared p-NCs were measured with dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA, TA Instruments TA Q800) at a constant strain of 0.5%. As functions of loading frequency, the dynamic moduli of the p-NCs are shown in Figure 3.1. Additionally, the dielectric constant of the p-NC was measured as a function of frequency. It was found that for each of the three types of p-NC specimens tested, the dielectric constant remain constant at the loading frequency range of 1 to 100 Hz studied.

A piezoelectric dynamic measurement setup was constructed to characterize the piezoelectric performance of the p-NCs under dynamic loading conditions. A mini-shaker was used to apply cyclic loading to the p-NCs, while the generated loads were monitored by a load cell (LRM200, 10 lb, Futek). As the p-NC is compressed by the applied loading, piezoelectric potential is generated across its thickness. The generated electrical charges were measured by a combination of charge amplifier (piezo film lab amplifier, TE Connectivity) and an oscilloscope (TDS2024B, Tektronix). At each loading frequency, the peak surface charge density during the cyclic loading was monitored to evaluate the piezoelectric performance, as shown in Figure 3.2b.

Utilizing the multiphysics FE framework, a computational model for the p-NC material is then calibrated to reproduce the dependence of piezoelectric performance on loading frequency, and allow for extensive studies to determine an optimal set of
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mechanical parameters for the p-NC.

The uniaxial cyclic compression tests of the 20:1, 10:1 and 5:1 p-NCs were first simulated, in which the steady-state peak output surface charge density values were compared with the experimental measurements. At each loading frequency, the piezoelectric coefficient of the material was determined according to the analytical model of Equation 3.11, while the storage and loss moduli are the DMA-measured values shown in Figure 3.1. In the FE framework, viscoelastic behavior of material is described by a pair of mechanical parameters, instantaneous modulus modulus $E_0$ and viscous relaxation term $\mu_0$. The parameters are calibrated to satisfy the following two conditions:

\begin{align*}
E_\infty &= E_0 (1 - \mu_0) \\
E'(\omega) &= E_\infty + E_0 \mu_0 \frac{(\omega \tau)^2}{1 + (\omega \tau)^2}
\end{align*}

where $\omega$ is the angular frequency of the applied loading, $E_\infty$ is the equilibrium long-term elastic modulus determined by the quasi-static loading tests, and $E'(\omega)$ and $\tau$ are the storage modulus and relaxation time determined by the dynamic loading tests.

The 3D mesh and boundary conditions of the model are depicted in Figure 3.2a. The plate was grounded at the bottom surface by setting its electric potential to $\phi = 0$, and uniform cyclic compression was applied on the top surface, with traction
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magnitude described by

\[ T(t) = \frac{T_p}{2} [1 + \sin(\omega t - \frac{\pi}{2})] \]  

(3.14)

where \( T_p \) is the maximum prescribed compression in the cyclic loading process, set to be \( T_p = 400 \) Pa here, equal to the peak load applied in the dynamic compression experiment.

Difference of electric potential \( \Delta \phi \) across the thickness of the plate was monitored, and peak value at steady-state, \( \Delta \phi_p(T_p, \omega) \), was recorded to compute the peak surface charge density \( \rho_p(T_p, \omega) \) according to the relation

\[ \rho_p(T_p, \omega) = \frac{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r}{d} \Delta \phi_p(T_p, \omega) \]  

(3.15)

where \( d \) is the plate thickness, \( \varepsilon_0 = 8.85 \times 10^{-12} \) F·m\(^{-1}\) is the vacuum permittivity, and \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity of the material. The FE predictions of \( \rho_p(T_p, \omega) \) are compared with experiment results in Figure 3.2b. As observed, the FE model with the calibrated material parameters is able to capture the piezoelectric behavior in the p-NCs under uniaxial cyclic compression and reproduce the relation between loading frequency and peak steady-state charge output. In the range of investigated applied loading frequency, the increase of loading frequency corresponded to a decrease of peak piezoelectric output, at a constant value of peak load. This result again confirms that the viscoelasticity of the composite material affects the dynamic piezoelectric performance of p-NC systems.
3.4 Piezoelectric performance of p-NC under dynamic large deformation

Since a major advantage of the p-NC is its accommodation of large deformation, it is of great interest to investigate the piezoelectric performance of the material under dynamic large deformation. Simulations were performed on uniaxial cyclic tension and compression of the 20:1 p-NC material model (quasi-static modulus $E_\infty = 450$ kPa) at a frequency of 10Hz. Here, peak loading values of $T_p = \pm 1$ kPa, $\pm 10$ kPa, and $\pm 100$ kPa were examined, with the loading pattern described by Equation 3.14. The applied loading values in the latter sets are sufficient for large deformation to occur in the material. Additionally, the same set of simulations were performed on a modified material model with Poisson’s ratio of $\nu = 0.30$ and other input parameters, viz. $E_0$, $\mu_0$, $\tau$, $d_{33}$, and $\varepsilon_r$, assumed to be unchanged. The original material model, calibrated earlier according to the experiment measurement, is nearly-incompressible, with Poissons ratio set as $\nu = 0.499$.

The measured peak magnitude of surface charge density in the aforementioned cases and the time histories of surface charge density are shown in Figure 3.3. It is observed that, given an equal magnitude of peak load $|T_p|$, cyclic tension produces a higher output charge density than is produced by cyclic compression, and the advantage of applying cyclic tension is more profound when $|T_p|$ is high and also when the material is nearly incompressible. For the compressible material model ($\nu = 0.30$),
the electric field generated under cyclic tension and compression are in opposite directions, which can be noticed from the time history of output charge in Figures 3.3b, 3.3c and 3.3d. However, this is not the case for the nearly-incompressible material model ($\nu = 0.499$). When the nearly-incompressible material is subjected to cyclic compression of relatively large peak load, the direction of piezoelectric field is in the same direction as that generated by cyclic tension.

To explain this phenomenon, consider a perfectly incompressible material with $\nu = 0.5$, also poled to have a piezoelectric strain coefficient $d_{33}$. This results in the non-zero piezoelectric stress coefficients $e_{31} = e_{32} = \lambda d_{33}$ and $e_{33} = (\lambda + 2\mu)d_{33}$, where $\lambda$ and $\mu$ are the Lamé constants. Note that, in full notation, the piezoelectric stress coefficient $e_{ijk}$ is related to the piezoelectric strain coefficient $d_{imn}$ through the relation [31]:

$$e_{ijk} = d_{imn} C_{mnjk}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

where $C_{mnjk}$ is the elasticity stiffness tensor.

From this, we can deduce $e_{31}/e_{33} = \nu/(1-\nu)$, and when $\nu = 0.5$, $e_{31} = e_{32} = e_{33}$. That is, the piezoelectric contribution from a unit principal strain in the loading direction and that from a unit principal strain in the transverse direction are equal in an incompressible material.

In the case of pure tension or compression, the Green-Lagrange strain tensor has the non-zero components $E_{11} = E_{22} = (1/\alpha - 1)/2$ and $E_{33} = (\alpha^2 - 1)/2$, where $\alpha = \alpha_3$ is the principal stretch along the loading direction. It can be seen
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that \( E_{11} + E_{22} + E_{33} \geq 0 \) always holds, with \( E_{11} + E_{22} + E_{33} = 0 \) satisfied only at \( \alpha = 1 \), i.e. no deformation. For a perfectly incompressible material, we thus expect the generated electric field to be always in the same direction when the material is subjected to uniaxial tension and compression. In the nearly incompressible case studied, since Poisson's ratio is slightly below 0.5, the piezoelectric coefficient \( e_{33} \) is slightly larger than \( e_{31} \) and \( e_{32} \). As a result, when the material is subjected to a small amount of uniaxial compression, the contribution of \( E_{33} \) to the electric field is still stronger than the total contribution by \( E_{11} \) and \( E_{33} \), as observed in Figure 3.3b. When the material is further deformed, the generated electric field switches direction, as seen in Figures 3.3c and 3.3d. This suggests that, by adjusting the compressibility of the p-NC material, we can control the possible direction of the piezoelectric field generated under large deformation.

To further verify the robustness of the calibrated FE model, a set of dynamic loading tests of flexible 3D piezo-shells was also simulated, with the configuration shown in Figure 3.4a. It is worthwhile to note that, in this configuration, the piezoelectric material is poled along the radial direction of the curved shell structure, and the plate is grounded across its inner surface, i.e. \( \phi(r = r_i) = 0 \) with \( r_i \) being the inner radius of the half-cylinder shell structure. Since the piezoelectric coupling is performed in the reference configuration, update of the piezoelectric constant tensor is not necessary during the simulation of finite deformation process. Due to the deformation field in the bent structure, the electric potential field is non-uniform along the outer surface.
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of the shell, with an example of typical distribution shown in Figure 3.4a. In this case, we compare the peak total surface charge \( Q_p \) across the shell surface by evaluating

\[
Q_p(P_p, \omega) = \frac{\varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0}{d} \int_{A_S} \Delta \phi_p(P_p, \omega, \mathbf{x}) dA
\]

(3.17)

where \( P_p \) is the peak compressive load applied, \( \mathbf{x} \) is coordinate of the point studied on the shell surface, \( \Delta \phi_p \) is the peak difference of electric potential measured across the shell thickness, and \( A_S \) is the surface of the shell structure. Once again, the simulation results are compared with the experimental measurements, as displayed in Figure 3.4b. The results are generally in good agreement, though the numerical prediction is slightly higher overall than the experimental measurement. This may be attributed to some uncertainties in the fabrication process of the piezo-shell specimens and possible charge leaking during measuring process.

### 3.5 Sensitivity study for optimal mechanical parameters

To provide additional guidance to the design of p-NCs, a sensitivity study was conducted with the FE model to help seek an optimal set of mechanical parameters for high piezoelectric performance. We investigate individually the effect of the three input mechanical parameters, viz. instantaneous modulus \( E_0 \), viscous relaxation \( \mu_0 \), and relaxation time \( \tau \), on the peak charge output in a cyclically loaded p-NC plate.
polarized in the loading direction, i.e. the configuration shown in Figure 3.2a. For a given set of \((E_0, \mu_0, \tau)\), we may determine the storage modulus at an assigned loading frequency according to Equation 3.13. Then, we utilize the available data of experimentally measured pairs of storage and loss moduli in the manufactured p-NC specimens to interpolate the corresponding loss modulus \(E''\) given a storage modulus \(E'\). Experiments results, as discussed earlier, confirm that permittivity is not significantly altered by the adjustment of the mechanical parameters in the polymeric matrix. Maintaining a constant value of piezo-particle volume ratio in the composite while adjusting the parameters \((E_0, \mu_0, \tau)\), the piezoelectric constant \(d_{33}(E', E'')\) can be calculated according to Equation 3.11. In the sensitivity study, the loading condition is set to be uniaxial cyclic compression at 10Hz, with pattern described by Equation 3.11 and maximum load set to 400 Pa.

Figure 3.5 shows the change in time history of surface charge density when we adjust \(E_0, \mu_0, \) and \(\tau\), respectively, while keeping the other mechanical input parameters constant between the examined sets. As indicated in Figure 3.5a, when the overall stiffness of the p-NC material is decreased, an increase in piezoelectric output is observed, which is in agreement with the experimental observations discussed earlier. In specific, a decrease of elastic modulus by 50% and 75% allowed for an increase of steady-state piezoelectric output by 36% and 76%, respectively.

In the load-control setting examined here, this is due to the overall increase of piezoelectric constant \(d_{33}(E', E'')\) when \(E'\) decreases significantly. To examine this
phenomenon, we may write Equation 3.11 in a rearranged form

\[ d_{33} = \varepsilon_c \sqrt{\frac{2V_{\text{piezo}}}{V\varepsilon_{\text{piezo}}} \sqrt{\frac{E' / 2 - \pi E'' / 4}{E''^2 + E'''^2}}} = \varepsilon_c \sqrt{\frac{2V_{\text{piezo}}}{V\varepsilon_{\text{piezo}}} A(E', E'')} \quad (3.18) \]

where the change of the parameter \( A(E', E'') \) following the adjustment of \( E' \) and \( E'' \) dictates the change of piezoelectric performance. For the experimentally measured pairs of \((E', E'')\), the corresponding values of \( A(E', E'') \) is shown in Figure 3.5b, with \( A(E', E'') \) clearly displaying a decrease when \( E' \) is greatly increased. This sheds light on why higher piezoelectric output is observed in the softer p-NC specimens, and that a lower overall modulus is desired in this class of material.

The effect of material relaxation on the piezoelectric output can be examined according to the results shown in Figure 3.5c. When one-way cyclic loading is applied to the viscoelastic material, as done in the present set of simulations, relaxation in elastic modulus leads to residual stress when the material is fully unloaded at the end of a loading cycle, which is converted to residual surface charge in the viscoelastic-piezoelectric system studied. The buildup of residual charge after each loading cycle leads to the gradual increase of peak surface charge, until the system finally reaches an equilibrium state. It can be observed from Figure 3.5c that a higher \( \mu_0 \) allows for a more significant amount of relaxation in the material, and therefore a greater increase of peak surface charge after multiple cycles of one-way loading. This suggests that, for applications where one-way dynamic loading is anticipated, increased amount of
viscous relaxation is beneficial for higher piezoelectric peak output.

Figure 3.5e shows the effect of relaxation time, \( \tau \), on the time history of surface charge density. In this case, given an applied loading frequency of 10 Hz and constant \( E_0 \) and \( \mu_0 \) in the material model, a moderate relaxation time, \( \tau = 0.1 \text{ s} \), produces higher steady-state peak surface charge than measured in the models with much shorter, \( \tau = 0.01 \text{ s} \), or much longer relaxation time, \( \tau = 1.0 \text{ s} \). This can be explained by the fact that viscoelastic solids respond to loadings in an elastic manner, when undergoing very fast or very slow processes [64–66]. When the loading cycle is very long relative to the length of the relaxation time, the viscoelastic material behaves effectively as a softened elastic solid, and minimal residual stress is accumulated during the loading-unloading process. When the loading cycle is very short relative to the relaxation time, there is insufficient time for a considerable amount of viscous energy dissipation to take place, and therefore the viscoelastic material behaves effectively as a stiff elastic solid. We may thus conclude that, when the ratio of loading cycle length to relaxation time is too low or too high, mechanical behavior of the material converges towards elasticity, and, consequentially, we are unable to take advantage of viscous relaxation to increase steady-state charge output. In order to maximize piezoelectric output, the relaxation time of the material should be tailored to match closely with the expected loading frequency. However, if it is more desirable for the effect of viscous relaxation to be minimized, the relaxation time should be adjusted to be much higher or much lower than the expected loading frequency.
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3.6 Conclusion

Using the multiphysics finite element framework reviewed in Chapter 2, simulations were performed to investigate the behavior of viscoelastic p-NC systems. Numerical models were calibrated by incorporating experimentally measured mechanical properties and analytical prediction of piezoelectric constant into a multi-physics finite element framework. Sensitivity studies were performed using numerical model to investigate the relations between input parameters of the p-NC model and the piezoelectric output to provide guidance for a desired set of mechanical properties in the studied configuration.

It is found that, given cyclic compression loading with a constant value of peak load, higher loading frequency corresponds to a lower level of peak output at steady-state. Additionally, a decrease of elastic modulus allowed for an increase of steady-state piezoelectric output in the p-NC material. The effect of viscous energy dissipation can also be reduced by tailoring the material relaxation time to be much shorter or longer than the length of applied loading cycle. Based on these findings, the energy harvesting and the sensing performance of p-NCs can be further enhanced by properly harnessing the viscoelasticity of piezocomposites.
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Figure 3.1: Experimental measurement of dynamic moduli in the viscoelastic p-NC specimens: (a) comparison of storage moduli at different loading frequencies; (b) comparison of loss moduli at different loading frequencies.
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Figure 3.2: Simulation results compared with experimental results for cyclic compression of p-NC plate. (a) 3D model and mesh of the flat plate subjected to cyclic compressive loading; (b) Comparison between experimental measurements and simulation results for peak surface charge density at steady-state of loading with different frequencies, on top surface of flat plate.
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Figure 3.3: Simulation results for p-NC models under cyclic large deformation: (a) peak magnitude of surface charge density for compressible and nearly-incompressible models of 20:1 p-NC under large cyclic deformation of 10 Hz; (b),(c),(d) comparison of surface charge density time history under compressive and tensile cyclic loading of peak load magnitude 1 kPa, 10 kPa, 100 kPa; (e),(f) Detailed view of surface charge density time history under compressive cyclic loading of peak load magnitude 10 kPa, 100 kPa;
Figure 3.4: Simulation results compared with experimental results for cyclic compression of curved p-NC shell. (a) Electric potential distribution in the 3D model of a p-NC shell structure subjected to cyclic compression, poled along radial direction and grounded across inner surface; (b) Comparison between experimental measurements and simulation results for peak surface charge density at steady-state of loading with different frequencies, on top surface of flat plate.
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Figure 3.5: Results of sensitivity studies: (a) Time history of surface charge density, for p-NC models with different instantaneous elastic modulus $E_0$; (b) Dependence of viscoelastic contribution factor $A(E')$ on storage modulus $E'$, based on experiment measurements. (c) Time history of surface charge density, for p-NC models with different viscous relaxation proportion $\mu_0$; (d) Detailed comparison of steady-state surface charge density, for p-NC models with different viscous relaxation proportion $\mu_0$; (e) Time history of surface charge density, for p-NC models with different relaxation time $\tau$; (f) Detailed comparison of steady-state surface charge density, for p-NC models with different relaxation time $\tau$. 
Chapter 4

Conclusions and Perspectives

Utilizing a multiphysics finite element model coupling transient electromagnetic and dynamic mechanical fields in the time domain, computational analysis is performed to analyze the piezoelectric behavior of viscoelastic p-NC structures under dynamic loading conditions. The process served as validation for the model framework to robustly predict the behavior of viscoelastic-piezoelectric systems subject to dynamic finite deformation. Additionally, the problems of interest in the present study are examples of coupled multiphysics problems that can be efficiently solved with the introduced computational framework.

In the model framework, the coupling scheme maps Maxwell’s equations from spatial to material coordinates in the reference configuration, allowing for the analysis of finite deformation and its effect on the electromagnetic field variables. The framework is able to predict the evolution of electrical and magnetic fields in a vibrating media undergoing finite deformation, with capabilities unavailable in current commercial codes for multiphysics analysis.

Input parameters of the computational model is calibrated according to exper-
imetal measurements to reproduce the piezoelectric behavior of viscoelastic p-NC structures under cyclic loading of various frequencies. Additional simulations are performed to investigate the response of the p-NC model under dynamic large deformation, further validating the capability of the finite element model to predict the piezoelectric performance of the p-NC systems.

A sensitivity study is conducted to provide additional guidance to the design of p-NCs. By adjusting the input mechanical parameters in the material model, viz. instantaneous modulus $E_0$, viscous relaxation $\mu_0$, and relaxation time $\tau$, an optimal set of mechanical parameters is determined for high piezoelectric performance. It is found that, under a load-controlled cyclic loading condition, piezoelectric output is higher in p-NC with lower instantaneous modulus. The increase of viscous relaxation, i.e. higher $\mu_0$, corresponds to a large amount of residual stress at the end of a single-direction loading cycle. In the case of cyclic compression or cyclic tension loading, p-NC with high $\mu_0$ produced higher peak charge output at steady-state. The effect of viscous relaxation is strongest when the relaxation time $\tau$ of the viscous material model has a magnitude comparable to the cycle length of the applied loading. When the loading cycle is much longer or shorter than the relaxation time, the p-NC behaves similar to an elastic material. According to the specific application of the material, the mechanical parameters can be tailored to produce optimal piezoelectric performance under dynamic loading conditions. The calibrated material model can be also further applied to guide the design of p-NC systems with complex structures, under different
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dynamic loading conditions which cannot be easily tested with experiments. In future works, the computational model may be further improved by explicitly modeling the nanostructure of the p-NC material to accurately capture the interactions between the polymeric matrix, piezoparticles, and nanofillers.
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